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INTRODUCTION
Rugby is a fast growing sport. In recent years the Southern Hemisphere combination of
Australia, New Zealand and South Africa has attempted to package a fast, entertaining
game of rugby. The aim has been to make it enjoyable to play and exciting to watch, at
the ground and on television.
These initiatives were adopted within the refereeing community by applying the general
philosophy of encouraging positive play and penalising negative play – rather than
dogmatically following the letter of the Laws of the Game. As a result, Australian
referees use the advantage law more liberally and are expected to encourage continuity at
every opportunity. The term used to describe this modern approach to refereeing is game
management. It is the way referees communicate positively with players and work
constructively with captains to avoid as many stoppages as possible. As stated by Russell
Trotter, Australian Rugby Union National Referee Manager:
‘Representative match statistics clearly show that over the last two years
the average penalty count has dropped from 40 per game to less than 20
per game and the average number of stoppages has dropped from 130 to
90 per game. By managing the game more effectively referees have
assisted in reducing the amount of time the ball is out of play and increase
the time available for players to play innovative and exciting rugby.’ 1
AIM
The aim of this paper is to discuss the most effective ways to minimise the number of
infringements and stoppages to facilitate an entertaining game.
PURPOSE OF COMMUNICATION
By the most fundamental of definitions the referee communicates for the purpose of
mediating conflict: conflict between the teams; conflict between teams and the referee;
and conflict between individual players. The ultimate result from a match is a win-win
situation for both teams. Only the teams and coaches can define win-win and it is not
always possible.
1
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At a higher level of definition the purpose of the referee’s communication in a rugby
match is to allow the game to be played within the playing philosophy that happens to
exist at the time. At present the philosophy is continuity of play (i.e. the ball is in play
for the maximum percentage of the 80 minutes of match time). It is a method of
minimising the referee’s imposition on the game (excessive use of the whistle). The aims
of referee communication could be summarised as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop empathy/rapport with the players.
Demonstrate control.
Maintain authority.
Prevent infringements.
Explain actions and decisions.
Put onus on captains to take responsibility for their teams stoppages and
infringements.

A balance must be struck to ensure that the most effective combination of communication
methods is used throughout the game. Communication should be used to match the phase
at hand. Fixed restarts (scrum, lineout kick off, penalty kicks, and foul play) give the
referee and players/captains an opportunity to develop empathy, explain decisions and
put the onus on the captains to take control of their game. Continuity restarts (tackle,
ruck, maul, offside and advantage) are the most critical to the game and the referee must
get it right. Continuity restarts differ from fixed restarts because of the associated
urgency and accuracy in communication required from the referee to increase the chances
of continuity. It is here that he can demonstrate control, prevent infringements and show
his self-control to the players.
In order to minimise infringements the referee must be prepared. He must be aware of
the tools available to do so without manufacturing the game. Northern Hemisphere rugby
officials have criticised Southern Hemisphere referees for manufacturing the game effectively coaching and directing players during the game.
If the referee’s
communication methods are directed towards facilitating an entertaining game then this
accusation of manufacturing lacks credibility.
PLAYER SURVEY
One line of attack in determining how referees can prevent infringements is to seek views
from players. Attached at the end of this paper is a copy of a survey used to identify
player’s responses to our preventative methods and their measure of our effectiveness.
The survey group consisted of senior and representative players. While the purpose of
the survey was not to collate percentages or specific statistics it did identify a positive
attitude to the direction of refereeing and also highlighted some areas that the refereeing
community needs to consider in greater depth.
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Effectiveness
All respondents to the player survey stated that they consider “on most occasions what
the referee says actually stops infringements.”
The methods that players consider
effective in preventing infringements are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Talking at the phase.
Using body language (such as pointing towards offside backs).
Talking to players during breaks in play (especially after having just played
advantage).
Sin-binning repeated infringements at all competitive levels (by a team or by a
player).
Penalising early and explaining expected standards.
Talking to teams before the game.
Referring to players by their numbers and colours.

Ineffectiveness
In addition to the effective ways in which referees communicate the players were asked
to identify characteristics of referees who communicate or talk unnecessarily. While the
following examples may seem common sense, the fact that they have been raised
indicates there is a need to concentrate on correcting the behaviour. Players consider the
following methods to be ineffective:
•
•
•

Aggressive referees are less effective. They create a volatile and uncooperative
atmosphere.
Referees who commentate on the game, rather than talk when it is necessary.
Talking too much in this manner negates the referee’s communication when it is
really necessary.
Ridiculing a player’s actions leads to resentment in the long and short term.

Continuity
The breakdown or continuity restart was addressed in the player survey. All player
respondents stated that they “more often than not do what the referee says” at the tackle,
ruck and maul. They are all aware of the type of words that referees use. However, the
use of colour and number was identified as the most effective means of preventing
infringements.
All respondents considered referee communication essential to minimise infringements.
There are situations, though, when communication will be of no avail. Continuity is
broken. Three reasons were offered by respondents to explain this:
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•
•
•

Players realise that some referees will give several verbal warnings before
penalising to increase the chances of continuity. Players will not respond until the
second or even third warning.
Players will deliberately infringe to stop a try being scored or to reduce the time
available to the opposition.
Players do not understand the laws and requirements at the breakdown.

Players’ Comments
Respondents were given the opportunity to write what they thought a referee should do to
ensure continuity at the ruck, maul and tackle. There was no mention of the sin-bin in
any of the survey questions, however, the majority of respondents felt the need to state
that the sin-bin must be used as a tool to minimise infringements. This suggests that the
senior and representative rugby communities need to assess the use of the sin-bin to date
and its use in the future.
PREVENTATIVE REFEREEING TECHNIQUES
Preventative refereeing is the common term attributed to the techniques referees use to
facilitate the playing of the game and the pursuit of minimal infringements. The term has
connotations of imposition and intervention by the referee, however, an effective
preventative referee does not impose or intervene and is unobtrusive. To achieve this
efficiency referees must master a selection of essential techniques.
In rugby, referees can employ either two-way (listening and speaking) or one-way
(referee speaks) communication as explained below. Whichever he chooses, all verbal
communication can be divided into four components:
•
•
•
•

What we say (the words).
How we say it (the tone).
How we deliver it (the actions).
Listening to others (response analysis).

Given with a firm, fair and friendly demeanour, and tempered with an awareness of how
and when to mediate conflict, the referee’s communication will be effective.
Pre-match Talk
Two-way communication with teams before the match allows the referee to develop a
rapport with players, coaches and team management. A referee having a good working
relationship with players and particularly the captains on the paddock will earn their
respect, hence increasing the probability of minimal stoppages. The pre-match talk also
allows players and coaches to ask specific questions relating to the game or the referee.
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The purpose is not to detail phase by phase how the referee will adjudicate the match but
to settle any uncertainties the teams may have. (If teams wish for detailed discussions
they should ask it to be done well before the day of the match) The referee must then set
the standard early in the match to demonstrate his commitment to his words at the prematch talk.
Using Players Number and Colour
As an analogy, when you walk down the street and a stranger starts talking to you from
behind, you can not know if they are actually speaking to you until they tap you on the
shoulder or move in front so you see them. If they use your name or nickname from the
start, the subject of their conversation is immediately apparent. In a match a player will
not know if the referee is talking to him unless he uses his name or number. A group of
players from the same team will not know if the referee is talking to them unless he uses
their team colour or name. Potential infringements at the breakdown (hands, diving over,
not releasing, etc.) can be avoided by first identifying the player by team colour or name
and number and then state the required action with a firm tone. For example, “Red 6 play
the ball.” This is a good example of one-way communication. (As an aside, an idea for
further investigation at the competitive levels of rugby is the provision of player numbers
attached to the sleeve and shorts. This will allow the referee to correctly identify players
in all situations.)
Talking at the Phase
There is a difference between communication at fixed restarts and continuity restarts.
The reason behind this difference is the urgency with which the information must be
conveyed. Continuity restarts always use one-way communication.
At the fixed restart (scrum, lineout, etc) the referee has an opportunity to settle the game
if necessary by delaying the setting of the formation. A friendly word can be spoken to
each team and the working relationship between players and referee will be developed
further. At the fixed restart, there is normally no need to use abrupt or concise statements
as employed at the breakdown. Clear and calm two-way communication, with
consideration of appropriate body language, should be used.
Communication at continuity restarts must have a sense of urgency and must be short,
clear and concise. The player must know that the referee means business at the
breakdown. A referee may have a complete grasp of the decision making process at these
phases but can be let down by his failure to communicate effectively. Colour and number
of offending players must be used and the expected action stated. Currently referees use
concise and unambiguous phrases such as hands off, play it/play the ball, stay on your
feet, and let it come. These phrases work well if given the appropriate urgency and tone.
Body language is of no practical use to convey information as the players are intensely
involved in activity.
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Talking during Breaks in Play
A referee who uses advantage well may be in a situation where a player repeatedly
infringes, however, adequate advantage has been gained by the non-offending team. The
player must be made aware that the referee knows of his repeated infringement. This can
be done, using two-way communication, during breaks in play. The referee can state his
views on the negative play and can also listen to the player’s views. Likewise it is
important to build rapport and this can be done at any fixed restart. A clear and relaxed
demeanour on the referee’s behalf will build the respect granted him by the players.
Players often make it known that they are more likely to respond to referees they respect.
RELEVANCE TO ALL LEVELS OF RUGBY
Although the communication issues raised have been developed from a survey of senior
and representative players, the principles apply to all levels of rugby. In fact, at junior
and “grass roots” rugby players greatly appreciate being talked to, to prevent penalties
and minimise stoppages. To this end, effective communication should be taught and
practiced at all levels of rugby.
CONCLUSION
On one hand a referee must be unobtrusive and on the other he must continually
communicate with players to ensure an entertaining, stoppage free game. The methods
that players consider the most effective for achieving this are:
•
•
•
•

Talking at the phase.
Using players’ number and colour.
Talking during breaks in play.
Pre-match discussions.

Combining this information with knowledge of the components of communication and
awareness of conflict mediation is of great benefit to the referee who wishes to maximise
continuity of play.
Referees, though, must not manufacture the match. Players create the contest and the
referee should merely facilitate an entertaining game. The techniques explained here
allow the referee to do that. As a referee gains experience on the field and off the field,
he will find it increasingly easier to implement these techniques.
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